
HOW TO WRITE A FEATURE ARTICLE ABOUT FASHION

A feature article is the main story in the magazine that focuses on a special event, place or person in great detail. There
are many types of feature articles.

Buzzword again! Do not turn in a story with spelling or grammatical mistakes. Transition from the lede:
pseudonym is not alone; the writer has seen not one, not two, but exactly three examples of this would-be
trend online. Also, a biased survey from a company with countless vested interests. One is a "delayed lede," in
which a person is introduced before his or her relevance is revealed. One story might describe the scene at an
emergency shelter where displaced residents were housed. All involved in this trend piece will regret it. We've
put together a little guide on what to research and what to include when it comes to writing a high quality
feature article Get grade levels and titles right. If you build your story around a unique and compelling idea,
your odds of publishing it increase dramatically. The news feature seeks to put a human face on a crime
statistic to bring the story to life for readers and inform them of potential problems with the issue. Lesson: Do
use numbers to prove that your trend is actually a trend, but avoid biased sources. Interview as wide a range of
people as possible, and probe them for thoughtful answers. Then it might include quotes and information from
people involved in different aspects of the story, such as police, emergency room doctors, drug counselors,
and meth addicts. Live-in pieces are often a day-in-the-life or week-in-the-life stories that give readers a look
at a place they probably wouldn't normally encounter. Within the last month, the writer spotted said trend
again on Gisele, who looked so good that her picture will run larger than all this copy combined. The mainbar
would focus on the five W's and H of the storyâ€”the who, what, when, where, why, and howâ€”including the
number of casualties, the extent of damage, and rescue efforts. Are the quotes in my story presented fairly and
in context? Another might reflect on past tornadoes that have devastated the community. Reporters doing
live-ins must spend a lot of time in the places they're writing about, hence the name live-in. Don't have time to
read this whole guide right now? Time for a trend piece! But if these quotes have been gathered by someone
other than you, and in particular if they have already been published, you MUST say where they came from.
You can't answer all of those questions. Are there questions raised by your story that you have not answered?
Don't assume that you understand all the nuances of your topic. Live-In The live-in is an in-depth, often
magazine-length article that paints a picture of a particular place and the people who work or live there. Do so
by asking open-ended questions that are well-planned. But they are also likely to be found in sections farther
back in the paperâ€”in lifestyles, entertainment, sports, or business sections. Live-ins have been written about
homeless shelters, emergency rooms, battlefield encampments, cancer hospices, public schools, and police
precincts. These articles often are people stories, focusing on individuals behind the news, and they often seek
to humanize a set of statistics. If it doesn't, you may not have reported thoroughly or aggressively enough.
Jemison has realized her dream, launching into orbit yesterday as one of the shuttle Endeavor's sever-member
crew. Since features are typically reported and written over a much longer period of time than event-driven
news, they should be carefully researched and supported with as much background material as possible. This
way your article will end with a voice the reader may be left hearing long after he or she has finished your
story. If you don't, his or her comments will not be considered "on the record" -- and therefore they will not be
useable in your article.


